SUMMARY

This document contains information about the project "development of a web portal using the bootstrap laravel framework for tourism and dissemination of fabricio's hostelry in the parish of Ambuquí" which benefits the lodge Fabricio's, located in the Parish of Ambuquí, canton Ibarra, Imbabura province.

This document is divided into four chapters; in each of concepts, processes performed for the preparation of the application are described.

Chapter one contains a brief overview of the inn's Fabricio also has the problem that prompted the creation of this project.

In chapter two development methodology described, system architecture, software tools applied, important for building the software and analysis tools used in the development of application concepts.

In chapter three the methodology used in the development process (XP) software with their devices and / or documents detailing.

Chapter four shows the conclusions, recommendations, and impact of the developed system.